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OVERVIEW 
 

▪  The weak Beige Book effect on the equities was offset by extensive ‘less bad than it 
might have been’ data and some strong corporate earnings.  Some relief after the ‘as 
expected’ US CPI (MAR) at an annualized 4.0 percent seems an example of the degree 
to which the equity markets don’t mind a bit of inflation, even if current levels seem 
pernicious to us.  Yet, strong earnings from IBM and others seem to encourage the 
bulls for now.  The ECB Monthly Bulletin reinforces the degree to which economic 
strength and inflation (now including some distinctly undesirable wage pressures) will 
remain a key focus.  Its Herr Weber even noted the degree to which it might consider 
raising rates if inflation pressures appear to spill over into ‘second round effects.’ 
 

▪  That said, the DJIA Negating its 12,570 daily up channel DOWN Break has reinstated 
12,500-450 previous support.  Even though overall volume remains unconvincing, the 
bulls now possibly get a bite at the DJIA 12,768 apple.  We shall see if they do, and 
what happens then.  Even if it manages to push higher the question remains whether 
DJIA is ready to return to a true bull.  An UP Break above 12,768 implies an Objective 
at 13,900 (similar for an S&P 500 future Close above 1,400 pointing to mid 1,500’s.)  
That seems premature six months into a bear.  Lower support is 12,300-200, becoming 
more critical into 12,100-12,000, 11,800 and the 11,635 January low. Extended supports 
are 11,500 and 11,350, 11,000, 10,500, and worst case full correction into 10,000 area. 
 

▪  The equities trend remains a driver for fixed income, as inflation indications that 
were no worse than expected still did not assist the debt markets as equities rallied.   
Back below 118-00 the T-note also finally violated support at 117-00/116-24 with the 
116-00/mid 115-00s the next target, and low end support into 115-00.  It all likely 
depends on whether, and for how long, DJIA pushes above 12,768.  The Bund failed 
into 116.00-115.70 as well as 115.00-114.70, with extended support into the 114.00 area.  
The Gilt also failed near 111.00-.50, and is back below 110.00, with lower supports at 
109.00 and 108.50.  Short money is in additional trouble due to credit market disarray. 
 

▪  As the US Dollar Index has weakened even as the equities rally, it demonstrates the 
lack of any effective bottom due to US inflation.  Yet, it has held .7135 low end of recent 
slippage below .7160 weekly UP CPR, below which a move to .7000-.6950 area is likely.  
EUR/USD hit a new high into 1.5850-1.6000, yet resistance remains at the high end of 
that area (1.6050 Tolerance.)  That is also evident in EUR/GBP regaining momentum 
above .7950, yet stalling into .8100 weekly oscillator resistance.  GBP/USD held the 
higher of its 1.9600-1.9500 and 1.9340 supports, yet still has hefty resistance into the 
2.0000 and 2.0200 areas.  USD/JPY above 100.00 has resistance at 103.50 and 105.00.   
 

▪  Crude Oil above 110-112 has extended weekly oscillator resistance at 117-120. 
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We hope you find this helpful. 
 
-Rohr 
(www.rohrintl.com) 
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